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“Our mission is to be the unifying federation of

Islamic organizations of greater Chicagoland, the

leading advocate of Muslim community interests

and a catalyst for enriching American society.”

For nearly three decades, the Council of Islamic Organizations of

Greater Chicago (CIOGC) has served as the unifying force that brings

together over 400,000 Muslim Americans in the greater Chicago area,

and now increasingly all of Illinois. 

 

With over 60 member organizations, ranging from mosques, to Islamic

schools and community organizations, CIOGC is made up of a very

large and diverse body. Muslims are represented by a wide array of

ethnicities, races and cultures including African Americans, Nigerians,

South Asians, Arabs, Bosnians, Albanians, Turks, Latinos, Caucasians, 

and many more. 

 

The Council brings extraordinary communities together in cooperation

and collaboration to engage and work with the interfaith community,

government, media, and the public in general. 
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Message From The Chairman
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Dear CIOGC Community,

As your chairman, I would like to take this opportunity to first thank Allah (SWT) for HIS

infinite blessings upon us and our communities. From the start of the pandemic to now, it

has been challenging for us in many different ways. We are honored to have you join us this

evening as we celebrate our 29th annual gala, themed "Journey of Resilience." It’s an honor

for me to be representing an organization which has truly demonstrated what it means to be

resilient. We lost loved ones; we had financial struggles and mental/emotional struggles to

name a few. It is our faith, Islam which is the light we looked for us as we navigated through

these uncertain times. Allah (SWT) showed us the importance of faith, family, community

and togetherness; we experienced what life would be like if our masjids ever closed their

doors. We were not able to pray shoulder to shoulder, we were not able to gather and

socialize, how we took these moments for granted. For many this was unfathomable. It was a

very difficult time for our communities and our members from school aged children to our

beloved elders, we realized how much we mean to each other, how we missed our Muslim

brothers and sisters. 

Alhamduallah, Allah (SWT) gave us another chance and reopened our doors. Let’s use our

second chance to strengthen our bonds within our individual masjids and come together.

CIOGC comes to life by you and your individual masjids. We have our work cut out for us,

we need to ensure a safe future for our children, where they can practice the Deen/Islam and

be proud to be Muslim. We need to preserve our Deen/Islam so children know their religion

and we need showcase the importance of community as we now have experienced what life

would be like without each other and it is very lonely. We rely on each other to transform

and evolve with confidence when faced with adversity. Our resilience shined as part of our

identity, we didn’t just survive; we thrived, Mashallah! Next year, we are poised to celebrate

our 30   anniversary of CIOGC! Inshallah, we look forward to celebrating with you, your

family and communities. 

Jazakallah Khair for your continued support. Please continue to support CIOGC with your

donations and volunteerism. Please follow CIOGC on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and

online at www.ciogc.org for important updates and communications. Inshallah, we are

looking forward to a very successful year ahead. Please keep us at CIOGC in your duas.

Jazakallah Khair,

Irshad Khan

CIOGC Chairman

www.ciogc.org
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Respected Community Members and Honorable Guests,

As-Salaam-o-Alaikum (Greetings of Peace)!

I feel honored to host you on this humble evening of inspiration and

togetherness - CIOGC’s 29 Annual CommUnity Gala. I welcome you

along with your family, friends, and community members from diverse

backgrounds, including faith, political and civic leaders.

As a supporter of the Council of Islamic Organizations of Greater

Chicago, you are aware that, as an umbrella organization of over 60+

members, CIOGC has played a key role in connecting our mosques and

Muslim community with the essential resources they need to thrive.

During the pandemic’s unique challenges, our commitment continues

to grow stronger, and we cultivated our communal talents to put

together a force that helped to meet community needs in no time. We

are blessed by the presence of our Young Voice, Alia Bilal as a keynote

speaker, who will inspire as we celebrate our achievements together.

The Top Muslim Achievers continue to be a humbling experience due to

a large number of exceptional nominations. We truly appreciate the

active participation of the community in helping us recognize the

relentless work and leadership of these Muslim nominees. We believe

that every single one nominated is a star on their own whether they

receive an award or not. We want them all to know that their efforts are

much appreciated. I want to especially thank the hardworking,

dedicated, and talented team of CIOGC Board, staff, and volunteers

without whom this event would not have been possible. The team

worked really hard to overcome any challenges to be back in person

again.

Finally, I wish to thank ALL of you, our generous supporters, member

organizations, interfaith and civic partners for your commitment to

help empower the American Muslim community under the leadership

of the CIOGC. As our community grows and our challenges increase, an

umbrella organization such as CIOGC, is crucial to facilitate a well-

connected community so that together we can continue our Journey of

Resilience while we ignite the light of hope and change for everyone.

Welcome

Zahra Antar

The Annual Gala
Committee Chair 2021
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Alia J. Bilal is the Deputy Director at the Inner-

City Muslim Action Network (IMAN), a non-

profit community organization that fosters

health, wellness, and healing in the inner-city by

organizing for social change, cultivating the arts,

and operating a holistic health center. Among

other things, Alia is responsible for overseeing

the organization’s development and

communications functions and engaging other

organizations and institutions around strategic

programs and initiatives. In her over twelve years

at IMAN, Alia has worked on development,

community organizing, and policy, advocating on

issues related to food, criminal, and juvenile

justice, and strategizing around creative new ways

to get healthy foods and safe physical activities

into Chicago neighborhoods.

A native of Chicago’s South Side, Alia graduated

from the University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign with a degree in International

Studies and a concentration in Islamic World

Studies. She is a graduate of the Civic Leadership

Academy at the University of Chicago, a board

member for the Southwest Organizing Project

(SWOP), and was an appointee of the Equity

Advisory Council of the Chicago Commission on

Human Relations. Alia lives with her husband

and two sons on Chicago’s South Side.

About Our Keynote

Introduction

Quranic Recitation

Welcome Message

by Abdullah Mitchell

Muslim Achievers Award

CIOGC's Vision by Irshad Khan

Video

Fundraising

Dinner

Keynote Speech by Alia Bilal

Recognition of Partners

Concluding Dua

www.ciogc.org

Alia Bilal
Deputy Director of IMAN

Program

Schedule

CIOGC | YEARBOOK 20215
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Often in the top echelons of their chosen fields,

Muslim Achievers set ambitious goals and work

tirelessly to achieve them. Their goals are

molded by a desire to benefit the community

and to serve a greater good, rather than to

solely seek personal achievement. For these

reasons, a Muslim Achiever is held up as a

person to emulate.

The Muslim Achiever Award was

instituted by CIOGC to spotlight

these special people and to highlight

them and their work to Chicago area

Muslims and the greater Chicago

community. Through such

recognition, we hope to further the

pursuit of excellence in our

community and to raise awareness

how Muslims contribute to the well-

being of our society.

The selection for the award is based upon

assessments of contribution made in the fields

of academia, business/finance, engineering,

journalism, law/law enforcement, medicine,

public service, science, or sports. The winner is

announced at the Annual Gala 2021.

CIOGC | YEARBOOK 2021 6
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"Some people want

it to happen, some

wish it would

happen, others

make it happen."

Michael Jordan

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/150624?ref=achiever
https://www.azquotes.com/author/7617-Michael_Jordan
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Ways to Support

ciogc.org/donate

quickpay@ciogc.org

donate@ciogc.org

Council of Islamic

Organizations

of Greater Chicago:

231 S State St., Ste 300

Chicago, IL 60601

Follow us on Socials

Annual Gala Committee 2021

Zahra Antar, Chair

Samir Abdelmawla

Beena Farid

Irshad Khan

Shaheen Baig

Abdullah Mitchell

Shereen Hussain

Sabina Abdul-Qadir

Maqsood Quadri

Sahira Sadiq

Saleem Shaikh

Mohammad A Hamadeh

Sana Rasheed

Zain Bengali

Arjumand Hashmi Khan

Imam Charles Mohammad

Farah Bousmaha

Mohammad Chehade

Tabbassum Haleem

Zahid Mohsin

Tech Team

Asad Lateef

Fahd Mirza

Farhan Ahmad

Wahab Khan

Zakir Shaikh

Hazem Abu Nada

Mulham Katayah

https://www.ciogc.org/donate/
mailto:donate@ciogc.org
https://www.facebook.com/ciogccommunity
https://twitter.com/CIOGC
https://www.instagram.com/ciogchicago/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpjTL0TY5TbWVF0H33o8v-w


Woman empowerment series
Congressional Townhall Series
Anti-Racism Taskforce Ambassadors Roundtable
Interfaith dialogues with Catholics, Presbyterians, and
Jews
Afghan Refugee Task Force competency training to
organizations and volunteers for unaccompanied minors'
resettlements through state and federal agencies. 

$357,750 spent on programs

450,000 Muslims impacted through services

150 Masjids and service organizations engaged and
educated

$1,440,000 grants received and distributed to 750 families
for rental and utility assistance

$750,000 distributed for food, healthcare, and education
by Zakat Committee

$540,000 received by member organizations for masjid
security assisted by CIOGC

10,000 pounds of fresh food distributed thru several
member organizations

10,000+ people vaccinated against COVID-19 with the
help of local Masjids and service organizations

4500+ Webinar Events attendees

50+ educational webinars and videos broadcasted on
several projects such as:

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

1
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25 Masjids/organizations participated in Social Justice
Service Challenge 2021 and facilitated projects
addressing social injustice

30+ imams and scholars discussed Daily Quranic
Reflections during Ramadan

10,000+ people reached through Daily Quranic
Reflections

3000+ people attended and benefitted from virtual and
in-person Congressional Townhall Series in
collaboration with member organizations

1
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INITIATIVES
Afghan Refugee Task Force

COVID-19 Joint Task Force 

Anti-Racism Task Force

Social Justice Service Challenge

Congressional Townhall & Advocacy Series

Illinois Muslim Action Day

Muslim Woman Series

Daily Quranic Reflections

Workforce Development

Food Assistance

Housing and Utility Assistance

Healthcare 
      Free Clinics at Masjid 
      Mental health training and counseling 

Youth Programs



www.ciogc.org

Through hosted voter registration drives, the committee has raised awareness about the

importance of voting and the potential impact elections will have on local, state, and national

policies.

By increasing the number of sponsored Get out the vote (GOTV) activities and expanding

outreach through our websites and social media accounts, more members of our community

are learning about the electoral process and how, as individuals, they can be engaged.

By providing logistical support and resource materials, candidate forums and town hall

meetings hosted by Muslim organizations has increased.

Advocacy, a key component of the committee’s work, is nurtured in town hall meetings, where

issues and concerns are discussed and vetted with elected officials.

Advocacy initiatives mature with presentations of legislative proposals and building active

support for those proposals through phone banking.

Collaborative rallies, and personal (now virtual) visits with elected officials.

Education and Advocacy

The CE Committee has built and maintains a platform that educates

participants about government institutions, how public policies are formed,

and provides in-person opportunities to actively engage in civic matters

affecting our neighborhoods, our state, and our nation. Key activities of the

CE Committee in 2021 are:

Political Education

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

The CIOGC Civic Engagement (CE) Committee promotes a broad vision of

civic engagement and offers its members and area Muslims opportunities to

assume greater responsibility in the public space.

Jan Schakowsky Bill Foster Mike Quigley Lauren Underwood Sean Casten Marie Newman Brad Schneider

CIOGC | YEARBOOK 202111

Representatives hosted in CIOGC's Monthly Congressional Town Hall Series
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Illinois Muslim Action Day

(IMAD)

IMAD has provided opportunities

to raise prominent issues of the

Muslim community with our state

legislative leaders and to serve as a

platform for building stronger

relationships with our civic and

faith partners.

This year Muslim Action Day was held virtually

on 19 May 2021. We advocated for immigration

policy reform and public recognition of muslim

leaders.

www.ciogc.org
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We have watched a growing polarization of the

public space, and in response, the committee

emphasizes collaboration, working with other

local and national civic and religious

organizations.

As a member of the United States Council of

Muslim Organizations, we have provided our

community a national platform for advocacy of

national issues, such as immigration reform,

Islamophobia, and human rights abuse abroad.

Contact CIOGC for intern & volunteer opportunities at Info@ciogc.org or call 312.506.0070
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As assaults on the right to vote grow and

continue to witness stark examples of systemic

injustice, the committee will continue to

prioritize voter engagement through voter

registration, advocacy training, and GOTV

activities.

Promotion of voter registration and exercising

the right to vote will take center stage through

our website and social media accounts.

The committee will work with member

organizations to host voter registration drives.

Advocacy training will resume, meet with

elected officials, the committee working with

national advocacy groups, like Poligon. GOTV

activities will expand through collaboration with

other organizations aligned with the values of

our organization.

www.ciogc.org

Congresswoman Marie Newman at the

CIOGC Congressional Townhall Event.

Congressman Brad Schneider along with

committee chair of CIOGC Saba Khan at

the Congressional Townhall Event.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

CIOGC | YEARBOOK 202113
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CIOGC’c Civic Engagement Co-Chair got his vote out!!

Br. Shafeek Abubaker (ICN) with his wife Sajla at the

polling station, Early Voting!

Meet our CIOGC chair Irshad Khan, in action at Islamic

Foundation North.

The perception that civic

engagement is limited to elections

and the legislative process is a

narrow view of civic engagement.

The Civic Engagement Committee extends

its work by addressing social injustice

through projects that sensitizes community

members of the presence of racism and

religious intolerance and offers

opportunities for participants to engage in

activities developed to counter the effects of

discriminatory practices.

CIOGC | YEARBOOK 2021 14
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In February, 2021, the House of

Representatives of CIOGC adopted a

resolution embodying this statement of

value, vision, and mission. We are

committed to being an unifying body that is

inclusive and fully represents diversity of

race, gender, age, and professional

backgrounds. We will strive to reflect the

Muslim community of Illinois.

As key component of the DEI initiative,

CIOGC leads the way in providing a

welcoming environment and leadership

opportunities for underrepresented groups.

As a membership body, our strength is our

ability to create a place of connection to

share resources and intentional strategies to

uplift historically marginalized

communities.

A team of board members and staff continue

to work with member organizations to

formulate DEI goals, identify roadblocks,

and provide support to realizing these

common objectives.

CIOGC joins others who share a

vision that inclusion, not division,

will build a better society for all of us.

www.ciogc.org

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 

VALUE 

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion are

core values found within our Holy Text

and Teachings, the Quran and Sunnah.

 

VISION

It is the vision of CIOGC to reflect the

rich racial, gender, and ethnic

diversity of the Chicagoland Muslim

community.

MISSION

It is the mission of CIOGC to increase

diversity, Equity and inclusivity on our

boards, committees, programs, and

membership by providing resources to,

and working with, member

organizations and their communities

to achieve these objectives.

CIOGC | YEARBOOK 202115

DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION

INITIATIVE



Muslim Women in Leadership

CIOGC hosted a month-long

program during March, 2021 to

highlight the work and

achievements of Muslim women in

greater Chicago. The online

seminar series is a part of the DEI

initiative to highlight

accomplishments of diverse groups

within our community.

Weekly webinars brought together

Muslimah holding leadership positions in

the mosques, at nonprofit organizations, and

in the workplace, as well as successful

entrepreneurs. In the webinars the leaders

discussed their individual path of

accomplishments and offered advice and

counsel regarding the hurdles each faced as

a Muslim woman.

www.ciogc.org

The series also served as a networking

opportunity and has provided the

impetus for further collaboration

among the participants. We invite

you to contact CIOGC to be a part of

the planning for the 2022 online

seminar series.

CIOGC | YEARBOOK 2021 16
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CIOGC ANTI-RACISM TASK FORCE

The CIOGC Anti-Racism Task Force

was formed to provide a sustained

response to combat systemic racism.

Headed by CIOGC’s former

chairman, Dr. Zaher Shaloul, MD.,

the task force provides a three-prong

plan to combat systemic racism:

Education, Advocacy, and Service

Projects.

Education

Polarization between groups of different

religions, races, and/or ethnicities has grown in

the United States. This polarization inhibits

open and honest discussions about the presence

of racial or other forms of discrimination. To

initiate needed discussions of these topics,

CIOGC brought representatives of Muslim

ARC, a national nonprofit organization that

facilitates open dialogue on discrimination.

Over several workshops Muslim ARC lead

community members in discussions about

recognizing bias and providing techniques to

remedy negative behaviors.

Reinforced over generations, inequalities, in areas like healthcare, criminal

justice, and access to nutritious food, have become “normalized” in society.

To successfully remove such inequalities requires recognition where it

exists and to take actions to ameliorate its harms.

CIOGC | YEARBOOK 202117



Monthly Ambassadors Roundtable Meetings

Monthly ambassadors roundtable meetings offer

presentations and table discussions that are designed

to build meaningful discussions about racism and

activities to bring a sense of allyship among

participants as they work to remove bias in speech and

in behavior.

Advocacy

With recognition comes the responsibility to correct

or change offensive behavior. Often inequities are

embedded in public policies. One example is our

advocacy for increased access to mental health

services.

Lack of mental health services is a significant problem

in marginalized communities. One Illinois legislative

proposal, Senate bill 471, made it mandatory of

insurers to provide mental health coverage to those it

insures. Through its civic engagement network,

CIOGC encouraged members to contact their local

representative and to sign witness slips supporting the

passage of this bill. The bill was passed and signed

into law this summer.

Another Illinois legislative proposal the CIOGC

advocated for during IMAD, was the amendment to

the Criminal Code that expands the definition of a

hate crime to included bias acts or speech related to

immigration or citizenship status (Senate Bill 1596).

This bill passed into law this summer, is an example

where collaboration with other grass roots

organizations can bring change to laws that

disproportionately affect marginalized communities.

CIOGC | YEARBOOK 2021 18
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The Social Justice Service Challenge concluded

another successful year, bringing together talents

within member organizations and community

organizations to address social injustices.

This year 25 organizations presented

projects addressing social justice

issues as diverse as its participants.

Each offered grass-roots solutions to

problems like food insecurity,

climate change, and criminal justice

reform.

Some projects offered fresh and nutritious food or

school supplies, while others provided services like

well-being counseling. One project created a venue

for staging a marketplace for small businesses of

immigrants and individuals adversely impacted by

the pandemic.

The Social Justice Challenge is raising community

awareness of various forms of social injustices that

exist in our neighborhoods and is providing

common sense solutions to reverse the ill effects of

those injustices.

This year’s winner was Chicago Muslim Green

Team. Though research and education, the young

participants in the project learned about the scope

of environmental challenges we face and how to be

an effective advocate for change within our local

community.

A still from the final submission video of

'Community Souk' from Islamic Center

of Naperville.

Participant and winner Rohany Nayan,

CEO of Chicago Muslim Green Team

(CMGT) for Project Courage.

Watch all the final submission videos

on our YouTube channel

CIOGC Community

www.ciogc.org

SOCIAL JUSTICE SERVICE

CHALLENGE

Contact CIOGC for intern & volunteer opportunities at Info@ciogc.org or call 312.506.0070
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Inequities —Access to Healthy

Food

The pandemic underscored the extent of

food insecurity. With essential workers out

of work, the need for food, fresh and

nutritious, became acute.

Through the CIOGC Zakat Committee,

Zakat Chicago, the response to supply

communities in need of food was swift. The

Zakat committee and task force members

reached out to member and nonmember

organizations, to identify those in need of

food. Food and household supplies was

distributed throughout Chicago and the

surrounding areas.

The pandemic has served as an impetus for

CIOGC to expand distribution of food and to

extend access to more smaller communities

in need of fresh and nutritious food.

CIOGC worked closely with the Rahmah

Food Pantry in Niles, Illinois for the pantry

to serve as a temporary hub for food

distribution. Advocate Aurora Health agreed

to supply the food pantry with 500 boxes of

fresh food every month to support the work

of the Niles pantry.

Currently, the CIOGC is in discussions with

the Greater Chicago Food Depository to

identify how GCFD and CIOGC can work

together to better meet the need in the

Chicago area for fresh and nutritious food.

SERVICE PROJECTS

CIOGC | YEARBOOK 2021 20
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Inequities—Healthcare

In September, CIOGC joined with the Al

Farooq Community Health Center to

launch health care services in the local

community.

MedGlobal, Chicago Muslim Medical

Alliance, and CIOGC provide volunteer

doctors and donated medical supplies to

support the operation of the free clinic

at Masjid Al Farooq. Medical services are

provided to any person, free of charge.

The south and west sides of Chicago lack

adequate medical care and services.

Through CIOGC's work with Al Farooq

Community Health Center, and medical

clinics being planned at other member

organizations, this critical need for

quality medical care can be met.



Inequities--Housing

Sizable number of families lack a financial base

to navigate day to day living with no income for

a substantial length of time. Having

accumulated large rent arrears, many of these

families faced eviction.

Since the onset of the pandemic,

CIOGC has sought and secured

government and private funding to

help families in need of financial

assistance for housing. CIOGC has

been awarded 1.4 million dollars

through the Illinois Department of

Human Services in emergency

housing assistance. CIOGC has also

partnered with Connections, a social

service agency that serves the

homeless population, to reach

families in suburban Cook County,

Illinois.

With the expiration of the moratorium on

evictions, the need is more urgent for families

who have yet to rebound from the effects of the

pandemic. CIOGC continues to seek both

private and government funding to meet the

need for sustainable housing for at-risk families.

CIOGC | YEARBOOK 202121
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CIOGC Afghan Refugee Task Force

It is anticipated that thousands of Afghans will

resettle in the Chicago area this year and next.

Many of these families will be resettled in Muslim

communities here. The needs of these families will

be extensive and critical.

Despite resettlement agencies charged with the

responsibility to resettle Afghan families arriving

in the Chicago area, language and culture are

barriers these agencies have and will continue to

face.

Our community is fortunate to have social service

agencies experienced with resettling immigrant

families, yet the scope of the challenge facing

those charged with resettling thousands of Afghan

refugees is enormous. In addition, Muslims in

Chicago recognize the gravity of the problem and

wish to assist these families in need.

CIOGC invited member and nonmember

organizations to form a task force, charged with

galvanizing the efforts of this diverse group of

volunteers and to assist other agencies in meeting

the needs of Afghan families.

The task force is led by Suzanne Akhras Sahloul,

a CIOGC board member and the executive

director of Syrian Community Network, a refugee-

relief agency. She is joined by community leaders

of member and nonmember organizations, each

bringing needed expertise in areas like healthcare,

social work, and religious services.

MEMBER SERVICES

The task force focuses on four areas:

advocacy, religious services, legal

assistance, and life sustaining needs, such

as housing, food assistance, and the

special needs of unaccompanied minors.

The Task Force has collaborated with

experts to provide cultural competency

training for the staff of agencies assisting

Afghan refugees. Through the Task

Force’s network of partners translation

services have been provided.

The Task Force has been instrumental in

arranging prayer services, including

Jumah, as well as providing them familiar

Afghan-based meals, housing assistance,

medical care, and employment

opportunities. The task force has

facilitated the provision of additional

interpreters to assist resettlement

agencies, and it has made arrangements

for religious services in local mosques for

the Afghan families.

CIOGC | YEARBOOK 2021 22
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Public Health— CIOGC COVID-19 Task Force

With emergency approval of vaccines in early 2021, CIOGC

took a pro-active stand promoting vaccinations in the

community. Webinars were held featuring Dr. Ngozi O.

Ezeke, Director of the Illinois Department of Health, as well

as prominent Muslim physicians to provide information

about the origin and safety of the vaccines and to answer

questions troubling community members.

CIOGC forged a partnership with Advocate Aurora Health

through which Imams and Masjid staff were vaccinated as a

part of the essential workers group. As vaccines became more

available, CIOGC, in partnership with member

organizations, like Muslim Community Center and Masjid

Al Farooq, worked with city of Chicago officials, to host

mobile vaccine events at these mosques. In addition,

available communication platforms were utilized to share

opportunities where individuals could be vaccinated.

Security Grants

In early February 2021, the State of Illinois Emergency

Management Agency announced the funding opportunity,

through the Federal Emergency Management Agency, to

enhance security at houses of worship. In anticipation of the

grant, a training session was offered through the Council of

Religious Organizations of Metropolitan Chicago to inform

participants how to prepare the grant application. In

addition, grant writers within our community offered to

review and consult the applications of member

organizations. This year, four members each received

funding of $135,000.00 to install needed security systems

and to reinforce entry points at their respective mosques.

www.ciogc.org
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CIOGC-MYNA Partnership

Last year CIOGC sponsored scholarships to the

MCC summer camp. Those youth selected found

the experience engaging and fun. CIOGC has

joined with Muslim Youth of North American

(MYNA), to provide a community-wide network

of youth-sponsored and youth-led activities. The

kickoff of this collaborative work was held in

September where youth from across the Chicago

area participated. Expansion of the camping

experience and monthly youth activities are to be

offered through this joint youth program.

Imams Council

The Imams Luncheon, held in

September 2020, laid the groundwork

for increased collaboration among area

Imams.

Through surveys and ongoing discussions areas of

common concern have been identified, and these

discussions has given further direction for the

Imams Council, which was formed at that

meeting.

Imam Sheikh Kifah Mustapha has held several

strategic planning sessions, and another general

body meeting will be held in the coming months

to discuss and to adopt programming benefitting

local Imams.
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We continue to witness how politics, religion,

and race tear at the fabric of our society.

Groups talk at each other, not with each other.

If we fail to understand one another, we

shackle our ability to collaborate with each

other. While Interfaith work has been a

platform to raise an understanding of the

tenets of a particular faith with members of

another faith, it has fallen short of addressing

the divisiveness we are collectively

experiencing today.

This past year the Interfaith

Committee has taken significant

steps to build collaboration with

other faith traditions and address

the divisiveness in the local

community.

CIOGC hosts a Iftar (meal to break the daily

fast for Muslims) with members of the

Archdiocese of Chicago. The Iftar has served to

build a relationship between Catholics and

Muslims. This year, at the urging of the

leadership of both faiths, both groups are

working to build a framework for collaboration

to address social injustices. While there is a

wide breath of issues suggested by both sides,

the objective of both groups is to initiate joint

programming in the coming year and to

establish a working structure that assures their

collaboration becomes long-term.

www.ciogc.org

The Interfaith Committee is also promoting

the Mustard Seed Project. The Mustard Seed

Project grows out of the work of One America

Movement, a nonprofit organization whose

mission is to combat polarization among

groups who do not share the same religious

beliefs or culture by facilitating open

discussion among them.

CIOGC’s Interfaith Committee joined with

MPAC and One America Movement to

sponsor a Mustard Seed Project event at the

Mecca Center. The event brought Evangelical

Christians and Muslims together for open and

honest discussions about themselves, their

beliefs, and their aspirations. The event

provided a foundation for mutual

understanding among the participants and the

motivation to continue to “detox”

relationships among those attending. The

Interfaith Committee is collaborating with

their co-sponsors to bring more of these

discussions to the CIOGC community and to

engage more of our members as participants.

INTERFAITH
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DAILY QURANIC

REFLECTIONS PROGRAM

Quranic Daily Reflections program,

offered during the holy month of

Ramadan, grew as a response to

Muslims being closed out of their

houses of worship due to the

pandemic.

With contributions of local

Imams and scholars

presented on a virtual

platform, the Quranic Daily

Reflections permitted

outreach to a larger

audience who benefitted

from the knowledge of a

different scholar each day.

CIOGC continued the

Quranic Daily Reflections

program this year, which

again was well-received in

many corners of our

community.
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